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	ReactJS by Example- Building Modern Web Applications with React, 9781785289644 (1785289640), Packt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Create pragmatic real-world applications while learning React and its modern developer tools
	
		Build sustainable user interfaces by transforming data into components of UI
	
		Learn how to generate reusable ReactJS components effectively



	Book Description


	ReactJS is an open-source JavaScript library that brings the power of reactive programming to web applications and sites. It aims to address the challenges encountered in developing single-page applications, and is intended to help developers build large, easily scalable and changing web apps.


	Starting with a project on Open Library API, you will be introduced to React and JSX before moving on to learning about the life cycle of a React component. In the second project, building a multi-step wizard form, you will learn about composite dynamic components and perform DOM actions. You will also learn about building a fast search engine by exploring server-side rendering in the third project on a search engine application. Next, you will build a simple frontpage for an e-commerce app in the fourth project by using data models and React add-ons. In the final project you will develop a complete social media tracker by using the flux way of defining React apps and know about the best practices and use cases with the help of ES6 and redux.


	By the end of this book, you will not only have a good understanding of ReactJS but will also have built your very own responsive frontend applications from scratch.


	What you will learn

	
		Create, reuse, and compose React components using JSX
	
		Share data between various React components and techniques for data flow within a React app
	
		Handle user interactions with the help of event handlers and dynamic components
	
		Set up and use various next generation ES2015/ES6 features with React
	
		Understand the performance and immutability features of React using React add-ons
	
		Learn the techniques of Animation in React
	
		Use data stores to store model-related data and information
	
		Create a flux-based React application by using Reflux library



	About the Author


	Vipul A M is Director at BigBinary. He is part of Rails Issues Team, and helps triaging issues. His spare time is spent exploring and contributing to many Open Source ruby projects, when not dabbling with React JS.


	Vipul loves Ruby's vibrant community and helps in building PuneRb, is the founder of and runs RubyIndia Community Newsletter and RubyIndia Podcast, and organizes Deccan Ruby Conference in Pune.


	He can be found @vipulnsward on twitter and on his site http://vipulnsward.com.


	Prathamesh Sonpatki is Director at BigBinary. He builds web applications using Ruby on Rails and ReactJS. He loves learning new programming languages and contributing to open source.


	He can be found @_cha1tanya on twitter.
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Linux in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2009
Everything you need to know about Linux is in this book. Written by Stephen Figgins, Ellen Siever, Robert Love, and Arnold Robbins -- people with years of active participation in the Linux community -- Linux in a Nutshell, Sixth Edition, thoroughly covers programming tools, system and network administration tools, the shell, editors, and...

		

Final Cut Pro X: Making the TransitionPeachpit Press, 2011


	Final Cut Pro X was born amid controversy.





	And that is a shame, because if you ignore the trauma surrounding its birth, there’s

	a lot of exciting new technology, power, and ease of use hiding under the hood.





	That got me thinking about writing this book.





	When you decide to move to...

		

Power, National Security, and Transformational Global Events: Challenges Confronting America, China, and IranCRC Press, 2012

	As the United States struggled to survive the recent recession, China quietly acquired a vast amount of U.S. Treasury bills and bonds. With China now holding so much of America’s debt, currency valuation issues have already caused tensions between the two superpowers. Couple this with Iran’s efforts to develop into a nuclear power...





	

53: Scientific Foundations of Clinical Practice: Part II, An Issue of Pediatric Clinics, 1e (The Clinics: Internal Medicine)Saunders, 2006

	In the last decade, the delineation of the human genome and the development of high throughput genomics and proteomics have transformed the practice of Pediatrics. The study of normal childhood growth and development, and pediatric diseases now focuses on the delineation of normal and abnormal gene expression, resultant cellular and organ...


		

Halophilic Microorganisms and their Environments (Cellular Origin, Life in Extreme Habitats and Astrobiology)Springer, 2002

	"This water" he told me, "runs out to the eastern region, and flows into the Arabah; and when it comes into the sea, into the sea of foul waters [i. e. , the Dead Sea], the water will become wholesome. Every living creature that swarms will be able to live wherever this stream goes; the fish will be very abundant once these...


		

Linux Kernels Internals (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1997
Since the introduction of Linix version 1.2 in March 1995, a worldwide community has evolved from programmers who were attracted by the reliability and flexibility of this completely free operating system. Now at version 2.0, Linux is no longer simply the operating system of choice for hackers, but is being successfully employed in commercial...
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